Abstract-This letter presents: 1) a delay analysis model, which is specially for the admission control of real-time multicast connections in ATM networks; 2) a distributed multicast routing algorithm, which generates suboptimal routing trees under real-time constraints; and 3) a connection setup method that integrates multicast routing with admission control.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ULTICAST is a means of group communication that simultaneously transmits messages from a source to a group of destinations. In real-time multicast, messages should be received by all destinations within a specified delay bound. There are many network applications relying on real-time multicast services, such as interactive voice or video conferencing systems, real-time control and monitoring systems, and so on.
ATM is a connection-oriented transport technology. Before any data transmission occurs, a (logical) connection from the source to destination(s) needs to be set up. There are three steps of setting up a connection. The first step is routing, which is the selection of a route from the source to destination(s). Multicast routing [4] is to find a tree rooted from the source and containing all the destinations. The second step is admission control, which is to verify real-time constraints along the selected route. The final step is confirmation of the new connection.
There are several difficulties with the setup of real-time multicast connections. First, it needs to develop a traffic-delay analysis model for the admission control of multicast connections. For unicast, many delay analysis models have been proposed in the literature, such as [2] , [3] , and [10] . However, little work has been done for admission control of real-time multicast. Second, it is difficult to design a distributed routing algorithm which can be integrated with the real-time admission control. Many delay-bounded multicast routing algorithms (see [12] for a recent survey) have been proposed to find multicast routing trees which minimize the network cost under the constraint that the delay from the source to any destination is within a bound. However, most of the proposed algorithms suffer from the drawbacks, such as using centralized control [8] or heavy communication overhead [1] , [9] . They are not suitable to be integrated with the admission control, which verifies real-time constraints against the dynamic traffic load of the network. Third, it is difficult to perform the on-line admission control. Existing mechanisms separate routing and admission control as two phases of operations [5] . It first generates a routing tree without considering issues of admission control. Then it performs admission tests along the generated tree. Consequently, if the generated routing tree fails the admission tests, another routing tree needs to be computed (which may fail again).
Our letter is motivated by the goal of solving these difficulties in an efficient and practical way. The main contributions of this letter are:
1) design of a traffic-delay analysis model for the admission control of real-time multicast connections in ATM networks; 2) design of a distributed and delay bounded multicast routing algorithm, which generates suboptimal routing trees under real-time constraints; 3) development of an integrated connection setup method, which integrates multicast routing with admission control. It significantly reduces time and messages required for a connection setup.
II. OPTIMAL MULTICAST ROUTING
The network is modeled by a connected graph , where the nodes in the graph represent ATM switches and the edges represent communication links. Each edge is associated with a weight that represents the distance of . can be the number of hops in WANs. Fig. 1 is an example of a network graph.
Given a source node and a set of destination nodes , a routing tree of a multicast connection is a subtree of the graph rooted from , which contains all of the nodes of and an arbitrary subset of , and whose leaf set consists only of a subset of nodes of . When multicasting a message to , node sends a copy of the message to each of its children in the tree. These children in turn transmit the message to their children until all nodes in the tree (thus, all nodes in ) have received the message.
The network resource (e.g., bandwidth) consumption of a multicast is proportional to the number of links the message flows through. By using the tree structure for multicast, a message flows through each tree link once and only once. Therefore, the network resource consumption of a multicast is proportional to the total distances of all links in the tree. We define the network cost of a routing tree as the following:
By using a tree with less network cost to multicast messages, less network resource will be consumed. An important goal of multicast routing is to minimize the network cost of routing trees. Finding a tree with the minimal network cost is regarded as the Steiner tree problem, which is NP-complete [6] .
In connectionless networks, such as the Internet, a routing tree is used only once for a multicast. The gain of minimizing network cost compared with the overhead of finding and maintaining an optimal routing tree is not very crucial. ATM networks are connection-oriented. A multicast connection is set up once and will be used for a while. In this case, using optimal routing trees can substantially reduce network resource consumption.
III. DELAY ANALYSIS MODEL FOR ADMISSION CONTROL OF MULTICAST CONNECTIONS
Real-time multicast connections have a requirement that the delay for a message to travel from the source to any destination shall not exceed a prespecified bound. In ATM networks, messages are packetized into fixed-size cells. Thus, the delay bound on messages can be achieved by guaranteeing the bound on cells. The end-to-end cell delay from a source to a destination is the summation of delays over the links and switches along the path from the source to the destination. The delays of a cell at a node consist of the following.
• Switching delay: the time needed to switch an input cell to an output link buffer.
• Queuing delay: the time waiting for transmission at the transmitter of an output link.
• Transmission delay: the time needed to transmit the cell to the output link.
• Propagation delay: the time needed for a signal to reach the next switch of the link. The switching delay, transmission delay and propagation delay are constants for an ATM switch and a link. They take much less time than the queuing delay when the traffic is busy. The queuing delay is a variable, which depends on the traffic load.
Let be the new connection to be established. The initial traffic rate of is assumed to be , which can be achieved by a leaky bucket traffic regulator. The end-to-end deadline of is . The admission conditions for are: a)
shall not affect the existing connections to meet their end-to-end deadlines; b) must be met. The above two conditions are tested at each node along the routing tree of . Now, consider the admission tests at node . Suppose the output link of at node is . Let be the set of connections at node on output link , and let denote the upper bound of the entering traffic rate of at node , . Definition 1: Maximal Permissible Cell Delay, denoted by , is the maximal delay that a cell of is allowed at node while its end-to-end deadline can still be met. Definition 2: Worst Case Cell Delay, denoted by , is the worst case delay that a cell may experience at node on output link .
As discussed earlier, the delays of a cell at an ATM switch are of two major components: constant delays which include delays of switching, transmission and propagation of the cell, and the variable delay which is the queuing delay of the cell. Let be the total constant delays at node on link , and the worst case queuing delay.
can be expressed as (2) can be obtained if the switch hardware and the link distance are given.
is a variable depending on the traffic load on link . Now, we analyze . Assume that cells are transmitted by switches in FCFS fashion. This assumption simplifies the analysis. However, the general methodology of the integrated routing and admission control can be easily extended to other scheduling algorithms (e.g., the static priority method [13] ). Due to the space limitation, we will not discuss these extensions in this letter.
We define the following additional notations before further discussion:
: the maximum number of cells that may arrive at node on link during an interval of length (3) where is the entering traffic rate of the new connection .
: the cell transmission capacity of node on link , which is a constant for a given link.
: the length of the queue at output link of node at time :
If the system is stable, must become zero from time to time, as shown in Fig. 2 . That is, any cell in the queue will be transmitted in finite time.
Definition 3: Dormant Point is a time point on which the queue length becomes zero. 
We assume time is normalized in terms of a cell transmission time, which is a constant for an ATM switch. Therefore, can be easily computed by incrementing the value of until (5) holds.
Since switches transmit cells in FCFS fashion, the worst case queuing time of a cell is the largest value of the maximal queue lengths between any two consecutive dormant points (see Fig. 2 ). That is (6) can be reached during such an interval that all connections have cells arrival at their peak rates at the start of the interval. Without losing generality, we assume is reached in and . Since is in the unit of one cell transmission tim, can be obtained by trying all values of in between in (4) with all connections having their cells arriving at the peak rate from (the traffic envelope has the largest burst rate when ). Once is computed, can be obtained by (2) . Since connections are not prioritized (cells are transmitted in FCFS order), all the connections at node on link have the same worst case cell delay, i.e.,
. The admission condition that does not affect the existing connections can be expressed as (7) Next, consider the admission condition of meeting the end-to-end deadline of . Let be the routing tree for the multicast connection, and be the set of nodes and links on the path from the source to destination along . The admission condition of meeting , the end-to-end deadline of , is
When the worst case end-to-end delay guaranteed by the system, i.e., , is less than the user specified end-to-end delay , the delay requirement at each node can be relaxed so that more connections can be admitted to the system. The maximal permissible cell delay of at node , denoted by , can be obtained by distributing the unused part of the delay evenly to the nodes along path (9) where is the number of nodes on path . At node , the admission of will change the exiting traffic rates of the connections on output link . Let denote the exiting traffic rate of at node on link , . According to [3 
Similarly, , the exiting rate of is . The exiting traffic rates from node on link will be the arrival rates to the node at the other end of link . The information about the changed traffic rates of the connections will be sent to the next node via a control channel (or an out-of-band channel), which will be used for computing the delay at the next node.
IV. INTEGRATED CONNECTION SETUP METHOD
The principal goal of real-time multicast connection setup is to minimize the network cost defined in (1) under the admission conditions defined in (7) and (8) .
A Steiner tree achieves the optimal network cost, but may have a long delay to some of the destinations. On the other hand, an SPT (shortest path tree), which contains the shortest path from the source to each destination, has the minimal delay, but may have a high network cost. Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows the SPT and the Steiner tree, respectively, for in the network graph of Fig. 1 . In real-time communications, there is no need to minimize the delay as a SPT does. Instead, it is required to minimize the network cost under the admission conditions.
Our routing method is a combination of an SPT and a Steiner tree. Since finding a Steiner tree is NP-complete, we use an MST (minimum spanning tree) as an approximation of the Steiner tree. Routing and admission conditions are performed along two routing trees in parallel: the SPT and the MST. That is, from the source to any destination, the admission conditions are verified along both the SPT and the MST. When the admission tests fail at the MST on the way to a destination, the shortest path from the source to this destination will be included into the final routing tree. This avoids the problem of discarding the entire MST and reconstructing the routing tree when admission tests failed at a node.
To compute the cell delays at a node, each node has to record the real-time connections which go through this node and their arrival traffic rates. When verifying the end-to-end delay at a node, say , defined in (8), we need to compute the so-far accumulated delay from source to this node, denoted by . The condition defined by (8) is revised to the following: (11) where is a path from to along the routing tree. The admission control along the SPT is performed on the shortest path to each destination independently. At each node on the SPT, the admission conditions defined in (7) and (11) are tested. If the admission tests are passed at this node, the changed output traffic rates of the affected connections will be computed by using (10) and sent to the next node along the path. If the admission tests fail at any node, a fail message is sent to and the connection setup stops. The connection setup fails.
The admission control along the MST is sequential. (The details of this MST-heuristic can be found in [7] ). The initial routing tree contains only node . Each time, a destination which is the closest to the tree is selected and the admission tests are performed along the shortest path from the tree to this selected destination. If the admission tests fail at a node, this shortest path is discarded and the shortest path from to the selected destination is included into the routing tree; otherwise this shortest path from the tree to the destination is included into the tree. This operation repeats until all the destinations are included in the tree. The connection setup succeeds. Node, , will then confirm the establishment of the connection by sending a confirm message through the generated routing tree. During the confirmation at each node, the maximal permissible delay of the new connection at the node is computed by using formula (9) . Fig. 4(a) is an example of constructing a routing tree for of the network graph in Fig. 1 . At the time when the tree only contains path , the MST path from the tree to destination is [see Fig. 3(b) ]. Assume fails the admission tests at node . The SPT path to , which is , is included into the tree. After that, destination is linked to the tree by a MST path . Fig. 4(b) is the final routing tree.
V. SIMULATIONS AND PERFORMANCE DISCUSSIONS
The purpose of the simulations is to demonstrate the quality of the routing trees (in terms of the network cost) generated by our method.
The network graphs used in the simulations are constructed by using the approach given in [11] . The nodes are distributed randomly over a rectangular coordinate grid. Each node is placed at a location with integer coordinates. A link between two nodes and is added by using the probability function , where is the distance between and , is the maximum distance between any two nodes, and , . Larger values of result in graphs with higher link densities, while small values of increase the density of short links relative to longer ones. In our simulations, both and are set to 0.7 to make the graphs looking sparse after many tests. Graphs are generated and tested until a connected graph is found. , the distance of link in the graph, is made as the distance of nodes and on the rectangular coordinate grid.
Three algorithms are simulated and compared: SPT, MST, and our method. MSTs are computed by using our algorithm with no real-time constraints. The network cost is simulated against two parameters: and . The network size is fixed at 200 nodes and the topology does not change throughout the simulations. The group size is set to 10. During the simulations, traffic load of the network is not considered. We simply take the distance of a link as its delay. We define the minimum meaningful delay bound . is the shortest path from to . The value starts from , incremented by each time. The increment of is selected to capture any meaningful changes of network cost against the change of . In Fig. 5 , the curves of SPT and MST remain constant, because both of them are not restricted by . The curve of our method is in between the curves of the SPT and of the MST. Its high end is close to the SPTs curve and the low end merges with the MSTs curve. With a smaller , more MST paths fail and are replaced by the SPT paths. This makes the routing tree wider (bush-like), thus a higher network cost. As increases, more destinations are linked into the tree via MST paths, which results in the decrease of the network cost. When is large enough that it does not restrict routing any more, the final routing tree becomes an MST. Fig. 6 shows the network cost versus group size. The value of is set to . Group size is always made less than 30% of the total nodes, because multicast applications running in a wide area network usually involve only a small number of nodes in the network. As group size increases, a routing tree contains more destinations, resulting in an increase of the network cost. The SPT's curve is above the other two and rises much faster than the others. This is because SPT does not consider any path sharing. The performance of our method is close to that of the MSTs. The curves of our method and the MST's rise slower as the increase of group size (the rise is not linear). This is because destinations in a bigger group have a higher probability of path sharing.
The simulation results show that the routing trees generated by our method have much less network cost than SPTs. They also suggest that SPTs is not appropriate to be used as routing trees where the multicast traffic is heavy and the network bandwidth is a major concern.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented a traffic-delay analysis model for ATM networks and an integrated admission control method for multicast connections. There are three advantages of our admission control method. First, it is fully distributed. Second, it integrates routing together with admission control as a single phase of operations, which significantly reduces the time and message cost for a connection setup. Third, it sets up connections on both SPT routing and MST in parallel, which avoids the unnecessary restart of routing if the MST routing fails admission tests.
